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PREFACE

A study of the possible utility of mass-production
techniques for the construction of low-cost shelters is

being conducted by Stanford Research Institute for the

Office of Civil Defense under Contract No. OCD-PS-64-201.

The overall effort is SRI project 4949-020 under
Richard I. Condit. This repo-t gives the results of a
preliminary survey (under subcontract 4949-021) of "the
state of the art" of mass production in building corL-
struction. upon which decisions car be based in planning
future research for mass production of shelters.

The research was conducted in Management and Social
Systems, Stanford Research Institute. Project leader
and principal investigator was Charles D. Bigelow.
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I INTRODUCTION

This analytical and survey task was undertaken at the request of

the Shelter Research Division, Office of Civil Lefense, because of OCD's

interest in the potential of mass-production techniques for generating

cost and time savings in a large shelter program. It is part of a larger

study of mass production in shelter development.

Many cost-and time-saving alternatives could be explored prior to

implementation of a large shelter program; these include relatively rapidly

erected, short-lived shelters that would be implemented during a time of

high international tension; permanent shelters; tax ,elief to motivate

private construction; federally implemented programs on government prop-

erty using volunteer labor; and the potential for savings by use of mass-

production techniques in shelter construction. Some of these alternatives

may be discarded after little study; some appear immediately attractive;

and others must be studied at some length before their attractiveness can

be evaluated. The use of mass production for generating savings falls

into this last category.

Shelters have not been constructed in large numbers in this country;

therefore, comprehensive cost data and records of experience for either

conventionally constructed or mass-produced shelters are not available.
Additionally, complete data on other types of buildings (which have been

partially mass-produced) are also lacking, thereby inhibiting the use of

such data to predict costs of mass-produced shelters. Finally, there is

no generally accepted method for comparing construction costs and times

using mass-production versus conventional techniqtiis. Thus, the present

conceptual study is needed (1) to provide a format of total costs for

various types of buildings, including shelters, so that cost differences

for conventional versus mass-production techniques can be evaluated and

(2) to evaluate, on a preliminary basis, prospects for savings through

the use of mass-production techn-.ques in shelter construction.

Objective

The objective of this task, within the overall study, is to analyze

major costs in various building types and to survey the potential for

generating savings through mass production in large-scale shelter programs.
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Scope

This task was conducted using a broad interpretation of mass produc-
tion. Thus, potential cost changes have been analyzed, not only for mass-
production techniques in construction, but also for management and design
activities that are directly associated with the construction processes.

Changes in total costs are analyzed on tne basis of a range of costs,
since a lack of data prevents a detailed cost measurement. These changes
are understood to apply to techniques for construction, rather than to
the advantages of one type of shelter structure over another (e.g., family
versus community, beehive versus open box). T1-ese techniques (both cur-
rently employed as well as promising) apply to new construction and to the
large-scale development of fallout shelters using locally available mate-
rials. No developmental efforts were undertaken.

Management in mass production is restricted to planning and control
techniques for deriving the maximum efficiency from personnel and resources
in large-scale operations. Management activities outside the scope of this
task inclode risk analyses, volunteer labor motivation, capital acquisi-
tion, the acquisition of equipment or materials, etc. These activities
(although essential to overall shelter studies) are not directly applicable
to cost comparisons between conventional and mass-production techniques in
building. Engineering design of specific shelter configurations or equip-
ment is not considered.

Method of Approach

Data from construction of buildings other than shelters were used in

evaluating the potential of mass production in a shelter program.

All cost items pertinent to comparisons between mass-production and

conventional techniques have been identified. Additional considerations
of building and equipment life, salvage values, and expected increases in
the cost of labor, material, and equipment are discussed. Cost experiences
with these items have been compiled, and costs for different types of build-
ings are compared to show where costs in shelter construction parallel

those for other types of buildings.

A method for placing all the different types of costs on an equivalent

basis for comparison has been outlined. An example is presented to illus-
trate the suggested procedure for total cost comparisons.
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A literature survey was made for mass-production techniques and

associated cost differences applicable to both types of construction.

The emphasis was placed on the more important cost items above that are

amenable to reduction by the application of mass-prodactit~n techniques.

On this basis, a preliminary evaluation of the cost savings potential of

mass production in shelter construction was made, and an orientation for

future research suggested.
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II CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

Consideration of mass production requires an analysis of total build-

ing costs rather than just the initial financing, design, and construction

costs generally considered in conventional construction. Cost changes

resulting from the use of mass-production techniques in ther types of

buildings apply also to shelter construction. The largest potentials for

savings are in the replacement of on-site labor (representing about 28 per-

cent of construction costs or about 12 perc3nt of total building costs)

with factory-produced components and in the employment of systems design

techniques for reducing costs of the structitre, heating-ventilating, light-

ing, and sanitation components.

The construction industry is in the early stages of incorporating

mass-production techniques into the building process, and many of the tech-

niques necessary to mass production in building are currently being used.

Possible savings in this country in the manufacturing and construction

phases alone are abcut 5 to 15 percent. Overall savings cannot be deter-

mined until a larger study, especially of capital investments, management,

and research and development costs, generates more exact data. However,

successes in Europe indicate a potential reduction of 10 to 20 percent or

more insofar as savings in total costs are concerned.

This preliminary study has shown, on a broad basis, that savings are

possible for the mor:e important cost items in shelter construction. There-

fore, it is appropriate to outline the direction of luture analytical re-

search efforts that would determine detailed costs and identify planning

requirements for implementing the mass-production techniqukes in a shelter

program.

Addit ional data, particulatly for R&D, systems design, and capital

inveqtment costs, are needed to supplement datta sources identified In ,his

report. Performance (rather than material-oriented) specifi.'Ations f•,r

shelter are required so that tht, advantages of systems design and new mate-

rials coul:t be fully realized. Finally, data on the availability of labor.,

materials, manufacturing resources, and on environmental factors Uffectlng

construction and desirable rates ot construction are needed.

Given tits information, a highly desiralle contribution to shelter

planning could be made. It would be possible. using the planning and pro-

gramming techniques discussed in this report, to study" detailed cost dir-

ierences in mass production verstus conventiotial (cons truction. Wost
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important would be a study of interrelationships among the cost items
identified in this report.

An analytical model, representing the items and their relationships,
could be developed and the impact, on total costs, of changes in one or
more of the cost items could be assessed. The analytical model could
also be constructed for sensitivity analyses and for determining cost
shifts when mass-production ter'hniques are used in one or more specific
phases of the building process.

The result of this analysis and planning effort woulu be a method
for orienting the direction of R&D efforts in material, building, and
equipment descriptions for maximum cost savings. Both forms and types
of shelter having the least total cost and shortest time construction
could be described. Finally the study could provide a structure for the
management and planning activities necessary to derive the maximum bene-
fits from mass-production techniques.
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"An economy study may be defined as a comparison between alternatives

in which tie differences between the alternattves are expressed insofar

as practicable In money terms." 1

III ALLOCATION OF TOTAL COSTS

It is nece~s-try iin discussing costs for mass-produced buildings to

consider costs other than those usually associated with conventional con-

struction; these include design, legal expenses, the main contract, fees,

and taxes. Some of the more obvious additional considerations include

capital investment in manufacturing plants if needed, changes in project

management procedures, and changes in methods of both the architectural

and engineering design. Less obvious, perhaps, are changes in custs for

financing, maintenance, and insurance. The consequence to this study is

that all items in the total cost of a facility must be divided into two

groups: those affected by mass production and those not affected. After

this division is made, the study emphasis c "'n be placed on the costs

of those items affected by mass production.

As suggested in a study of housing,2 the overall cost for private

ownership of most building types can be divided approximately as follows:

1/3 -- Cost of land and construction

1/3 -- Cost of money and management

1/3 -- Cost of maintenance, utility

services, taxes and fees, and

insurance

These costs change somewhat for government ownership, but not enough to

change the picture radically.

These items are further subdivided in Table 1. The grouping in the

table is arbitrary, but the items are discussed in this ge.neral order

throughout the report. The following iiscassion identifies those items

that would be affected by mass production and presents data for each

that are necessary to a calculation of costs.

1. E. L. Grant and W. G. Ireson, Principles of Engineering Economy,

Ronald Press Co., New York, 1960, p. 3.

2. W. K. Wittausch, "New Concepts for the Housing industry," SRI Journal,

January 1965.
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Table 1

BUILDING COST ITEMS

Group Cost Items

Administrative Planning management

Management for operation

Financing
Legal, fees, etc.

Overhead

Design Architectural design

Engineering design

Site acquisition Land

Fees

Construction Excavation

Foundation and building

Heating equipment
Lighting equipment

Sanitary equipment
Other building requirements
Overhead, profit, and contingencies

Maintenance and/or operation Maintenance personnel

Supplies and equipment

Utilities and other
Fire and liability insurance
Taxes

Additional considerations Useful life of buildings and equipment

Salvage values
Future increases in labor, material,

and equipment costs
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Cost Experience

Administrative

The effects of mass production on administrative items can be illus-

trated for planning and operating management and for financing costs.

. Legal expenses, fees, and administrative overhead, however, would require

a detailed study and are unlikely to affect the choice between two con-

struction techniques.

Planning and Operations Management. 1 New or unfamiliar techniques

in management activitiesz could result in increased costs over those ex-

perienced in conventional construction. New types of personnel are needed,

and increased responsibilities are placed on the management team, but rec-

ords of costs for these and for overall management activities are generally

proprietary. For purposes of estimating these costs in conventional con-

struction, the experience for a large construction project is used. 3 This

experience indicates that project planning, development, and supervision

plus legal costs can amount to about 2 percent of total construction costs.

Financing. It is likely that initiation of a nationwide building

program would result in indebtedness for a portion or all of the program

costs. If this were the case, financing costs would be affected by mass
production because of high initial capital investments for new manufac-

turing facilities not required in conventional construction.

Interest rates, regardless of the construction technique, vary con-
tinually over time and according to many different factors. Rates for

1. Planning and operations management is used to define those activities

necessary to the conception, design, and management of the project,

both before construction contracts are let and for the building life

after the completed facility has been turned over by the contractor.

It does not include the contractor's management activities during

construction.
2. Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Cost Estimating for Research, Devel-

opment, and Information Processing Programs, 1963.

3. Ezra Ehrenkrantz, Project Architect, School Construction Systems De-
velopment, Palo Alto, California, anticipates that final overall plan-

ning, development, and supervision costs will be about $500,000 for

$25 to $30 million of construction costs. This project (for intermit-
tent construction of schools scattered throughout 13 school districts)

could be used as a pattern for a regional shelter program.
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construction borrowing, however, have remained fairly constant since

1960. Standard and Poor data show median rates of 3.2 percent on long-

term,high-grade municipal bonds and 4.2 percent on AAA grade industrial

bonds. 1  Federal Reserve Board data on short-term business loans show
rates around 5.0 percent 1 over the same period, but a substantial varia-

tion across the country.

Architectural and Engineering Design

Both architectural and engineering design costs would be affected

by mass production. Cost experience for these items is readily available

for either the separate functions or together. Generally an architectural

design fee will include that for engineering design as well as for con-

struction supervision. Based on a percentage of the construction costs,

the architect's fee 2 , 3 can range from about 6 percent for repetitive-type

warehouses and factories, to 7 percent for apartments and multiple dwell-

ings, to 15 percent for projects involving detailed design such as for

built-in furniture and equipment.

Site Acquisition

It is unlikely that costs for the building site would be affected by

consideration of mass-production techniques.

Construction

Overhead, profit, contingencies, and misce'.laneous items could be

expected to remain about the same, regardless of the construction tech-

nique used.

There are many ways of combining the other construction costs for
comparison, but the combinations are unimportant as long as all related

costs are considered. Those presented here are labor, material, equip-

ment, etc.; the division of labor costs between the various construction

tasks; and costs in the various construction phases.

1. Engineering News-Record, Sept. 17, 1964, p. 102.

2. California Council of the American Institute of Architects, Services

of the Architect and Recommended Minimum Compensation, San Francisco,

California, 1957.

3. H. E. Pulver, Construction Estimates and Costs, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hill,

1960.
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Labor, Material, Equipment, etc. This division is intended to show

how much of the construction dollar is allocated to labor, and to illus-

trate those tasks that should be considered for cost reduction through

the use of labor-saving machine processes or techniques.

Figure 1 shows a percentage breakdown of the construction dollar for

Sfive widely differing types of facilities. The important point to note
is that, regardless of the type of facility, from public works dams to

schools, the percentages of cost allocated to labor and material are rea-

sonably constant. The largest divergence is in the overhead in single

family housing and in the equipment depreciation in the heavy construc-

tion of dams

The B:areau of Labor Statistics has reported on the labor-material

division for the "last manufacturing stage" and for on-site construction.

Only the labor-material division. in earlier manufacturing stages (a minor

cost component) are lacking.

Figure 2 shows the total man-hour requirements per $1,000 of the con-

struction contract for labor from the last manufacturing stage through

final construction. These data were compiled for the same types of facil-

ities as in Figure 1.

Labor requirements for the five ty3es of facilities show little v4ri-

ation; therefore the construction phases in which labor savings are most
likely to be accomplished can be predicted with a high degree of certainty.

Additionally, the division of labor requirements shown in Figure 2 permits

the following generalizations. For example, large labor savings in the
"Off-Site Const:*uction" activities are unlikely since the products of
this stage have probably already been mass-produced to some degree. Mean-

ingful savings in the "Other" activities are improbable due to the small

effort expended. Similarly, large labor savings in "Transportation,

Trade, and Services" would be difficult to generate since, individually,

they are small tasks not generally subject to consolidation or elimina-

tion. Thus, "On-Site Construction" and 'Manufacturing," representing

from 70 to 80 percent of the labor requirements in construction, are shown

to be the activities of greatest interest for potential savings through

mass production.

Although costs in the manufacturing stage would rise, overall sav-

ings would probably accrue from systemaiizing and standardizing mass-
produced components. These savings are discussed in Section IV. Cost

savings in on-site construction would result from a number of changes:

use of more labor-saving equipment, manufacture of a larger portion or

all of the final product, and an elimination of tasks through the employ-
ment of new materials or techniques. Actual experience of progress in

each of these areas is given in Section IV.
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Figure I

COST ALLOCATION OF THE
ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION DOLLAR
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Figure 2

MAN-HOUR REQUIREMENTS PER $1,000 IN
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
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Construction Tasks. The allocation of the total construction dollar,

particularly for areas where meaningful labor savings might be possible,

can be determined from d division of labor between the various construc-

tion tasks. Cost experience during 1964 for some of the facilities shown

in Figures 1 and 2 are presented in Table 2. These data are based on

scattered information for quite different facilities, but show a consis-

tency in costs for the same construction task. This consistency makes

possible an evaluation of those construction tasks in a number of typcs

of facilities that should be investigated first for amenability to mass-
production techniques.

The first cost shown in Table 2 is excavation; it will be noted that

the two buildings with basements had no higher than average costs for

excavation. (See the columns headed 'office Buildings, Maryland" and

'bormitories and Schools, Concrete Frame, California.') Excavation costs

for the multistory structures in Table 2 are also at or around the average,
indicating that soil conditions often have a greater effect on costs than

does excavation itself. The implication for similar soil conditions is

that excavation costs for shelters often can be avoided entirely simply
by adding the shelter to plans for new construction.1

Table 2 shows the more costly items to be the building shell at about

30 percent; interior walls, 15 percent; and heating, electrical, and plumb-
ing, 12, 10, and 8 percent, 2 respectively. On this basis, prospects for

the larger savings appear to be in the:

1. Building shell
2. Interior walls

3. Heating and ventilating components
4. Electrical components

. Plumbing components

1. See RECON Inc., The Use of Explusives in a Fallout Shelter Building

Program, Tallahassee, Florida, 1963. Also, De Leuw, Cather & Co.,

Deep Excavation Techniques for Shelters in Urban Areas, Chicago, Ill.,
July 1963.

2. These three percentages for office, school, and apartment construc-
tion are some of the smaller percentages for similar components in

all types of buildings. See Engineering News-Record, June 18, 1964,

p. 120.
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It is important to note that every type of buiJujing might not require
all of these components, and that deletion of one.t might not change the
cost priority position of the others.

The prospects for savings by incorporating one or more of the above
components into an interrelated system are much more difficult to evalu-
ate. (See Section IV.)

Maintenance and/or Operation

In a publication of the Structural Clay Products Institute, authors
Grimm and Gross state "In general, the nature of building materials is

such that cheapness and true economy may be mutually exclusive.
The lowest ultimate cost of a building is, of course, determined by
selecting components having the lowest combination of initial cost, main-
tenance and operation costs." 2

Maintenance and operation costs for conventionally and mass-produced
facilities result indirectly from the quality of materials and methods
used in construction. Maintenance-free characteristics of structures and
components, fire insurance rates, and utility costs are the main factors.
Costs for taxes and some maintenance tasks (such as periodic equipment
inspection, grounds maintenance, and watchman services) are not considered
since they would be the same regardless of the construction technique,

Maintenance and Utility Costs. These items must be included in dis-
cussions of mass production versus conventional construction, but there
are so many detailed data (varying across the country) that they cannot
be given here. 3 However, overall data show that cumulative expenditures
for maintenance can be expected to exceed the initial building cost within
50 to 80 years after construction. 4

1. For example, interior walls might be a negligible item in fallout
shelter construction, but deletion of this item probably would not

affect the relative costs allocated to the shell, heating, electri-
cal, and plumbing components.

2. Grimm, C. T., and J. G. Gross, Ultimate Cost of Building Walls,

Structural Clay Products Institute, Jan. 1960, p. 1.

3. See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, Cost, Repetition,
and Maintenance, Related Aspects of Building Prices, 1963, for an

extensive discussion of maintenance costs. Also, L. C. Morrow,
Maintenance Engineering Handbook, McGraw-Hill, 1957.

4. Ibid., p. 114.
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Fire and Liability Insurance. Data on insurance costs, like that
for maintenance, vary from building to building and from city to city

across the nation. Thus, basic cost data are not presented here and the

appropriate referencel 1 2 , 3 for each insurance jurisdiction would have to
be used by an experienced insurance adjustor to dvtermine these costs.

Additional Considerations

Useful life, salvage values, and future cost increases are all nec-

essary to consideration of mass production, unless the buildings produced
by both conventional and mass-production techniques are identical in

every way. Since mass-production techniques reduce the labor component

of overall costs, they would appear more attractive if continuing in-
creases in labor cost are anticipated.

Useful Life of Structures and Equipment. Life of structures and

eqaipment change radically, depending on the environment in which they

are placed, especially the soil and climate. Thus only generalized data

on useful life can be presented. Useful life for many of the newer mate-

rials or products of newer construction techniques are not available.

See Figure 3 for a general indication of material, structure, and equip-

ment life.

Salvage Values. Cost credits due to salvage values cannot be pre-

dicted with certainty. Each evaluation can be made only at the time of

retirement. A value prorated on the basis of the estimated useful life

remaining at the time of retirement is used for this report. This method

is useful only for pc'-manent types of construction or equipment that are

retired while still useful for some other purposes.

1. Emil Szendy, "How Choice of Construction and Design Details Determine

School Fire Insurance Costs," Architectural Record, Jan. 1959, p. 172.

2. National Bureau of Casualty Underwriters, Manual of Liability Insur-

ance, 60 John Street, New York 38, N.Y.

3. There is no standard manual for fire r-atings. It is necessary to

check specific jurisdictions for schedules applicable in various

parts of the country, e.g., Pacific Fire Rating Bureau, New England

Fire Rating Bureau, Rocky Mountain Insurance Rating Bureau, South-

eastern Fire Underwriters, Western Actuarial Bureau.
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Figure 3
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Future Increases in Material, Labor, or Equipment Costs. The depart-

nments of Labor 1 and Commerce 2 and industry publications 3 compile informa-

tion on price increases. These references show the following increases
over the iast 10 years: construction costs, up 5.0 percent per year;

foundatien, frene, andiar building shell costs, up 3.5 percent per year;

skilled and common laoor, up 5.0 and 4.0 percent per year, respectively;

and iaterials and equipment costs, up 2.0 percent per year. These are

general increases. It would be important, in more detailed studies, also

to consider prices for materials or equipment which have decreased.

Shelter Costs Versus Costs for Other Building Types

The objectives of this report would not be attained unless some method

is presented to relate the cost experience, discussed earlier, with costs

in shelter construction. Since tlhere are no broad data for experience in

shelter construction, this relation will be made using the best information

available on projected costs for shelters.

The city of Livermore, Calilornia, has published projections for a

municipally sponsored fallout shelter facility. 4 These projections are

used for several reasons. First, they present comprehensive cost data not

only for construction but also for items such as financing, engineering

design, and maintenance and operation. Secondly, they present projections

for a complex of facilities, not simpiy for a control center or for a
single shelter building. Finally, the data appeared sufficiently compre-

hensive that they could be used with a high level of confidence.

Tabi% 3 shows percentages for projected costs for the Livermore fa-

cil.ty together wi'th approximate percentages from Table 2. The cost items

are ranked by their cuntribution to total costs and the ranking shows a

similarity between shelters and other types of buildings.

Exain~les of Total Costi in Shelter Construction

Comparisons of costs for financing, construction, maintenance, etc.

require a costing procedure that expresses all costs on an equivalent

1. U.S. Dept. ot Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index
for Selectea Items and Groups.

2. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Business ,nd Defense Services Administration,

Construction Review.

3. Engineering News-Record, McGraw-Hill (Construction costs published
quarterly.)

4. City of Livermore, Comrnunity Shelter Report, Livermore, California,

April 1962.
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Table 3

A COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS:

Projectinns for Livermore Shelter Facilities versus
Experience in Construction of Conventional Facilities

Percent of

Construction Costs
Livermore

Shelter Conventional

Cost Items Facilities Facilitiesa

Excavation and site improvement 5 . 3%b 5.0%

Foundation, frame, and exterior walls 50.1 30.0

Interior walls 2 . 6 c 15.0

Plumbing 9.1 8.0

Electrical 10.4 10.0

Heating and ventilating 2 .5d 12.0

All other (excluding furniture and
supplies) 2 0 .0e 20.0

Total 10010% 100.0%

a. Approximate percentages for costs in Table 2.
b. Excavation, backfill, fencing, sidewalks.
c. No lath or plaster included.
d. Ventilation equipment only.

e. These items were not 14cntified in the cost projection for
the shelter. It is anticipated that items such as water-

proofing, door hardware, roof treatments, and miscellaneous
would be about 20% of the total shelter costs as is true of

conventional construction. Elimination of this item, however,
would not change the cost ranking of the other items.
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basis. For the example given here, all costs are expressed in terms of
the commonly accepted method of equivalent uniform. annual cost, hereafter

referred to as annual costs. 1

The most apparent result of using annual costs is the addition of
another dimension to cost expressions commonly employed in construction.
That is, instead of meking comparisons on the basis of cost per unit for
initial construction, this analysis makes comparisons oik the baris of
costs per unit per year for total costs expected over the life of the
facility.

The example places the cost items above into the persp::,,tiv9 Ui
total ownership costs, by the annual cost method. The analy'is is for

the Livermore facility2 discussed above. Although only estimates are
available, the estimates are deemed sufficiently reliable to define the
cost relations.

Table 4 shcws a breakdown of the total cost. The costs for each
numbered phase or item within a phase are described in detail in Appen-

dix A.

The important factors in these calculations are the rate of interest,
the useful life, and projected increases in costs for various items. An
interest rate of 5.0 percent was use3d in all calculations for this ex-
ample, which is evidently the experience of the Livermore municipality.
As indicated earlier, this cost usually is closer to 3.2 percent for
municipalities across the nation. The difference between 3.5 and 5.0 per-
cent will have very little effect on the cost ranking of items in the
total cost structure in Table 4.

Basically, these calculations are for a permanent building that could
be used as a shelter for only a portion of its estimated useful life be-

cause of obsolescence. Obsolescence would be due principally to the un-
certainty in future weapon deployments. That is, ins.tead oi present
shelter requirements for fallout protection plus some blast protection,
weapon types and deployment 10 years hence could generate requirements
"for a completely different type of building. As a result, a 10-year

period to obsolescence as a shelter is used in this example.

1. For tables for computing annual costs -;e Minrath, Handbook of Busi-
ness Mathematics, Van Nostrand, 1959, or F. C. Kent and M. E. Kent,
Compound Interest and Annuity Tables, McCraw-Hill, 1926, or Financial
Compound Interest and Annuity Tables, Financial Pub. Co., Boston, Mass.

2. Livermore, Community Shelter Report, op. cit.
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Table 4

TOTAL COSTS FOR THE LIVERMORE FACILITY

Costs

(dollars/square

Nu:nber Cost item foot/year)

Administration

1 Planning management (plus overhead,

supervision, legal costs, etc.) $0.021

2 Management of maintenance and

operations 0.015

3 Financing 0.281

Subtotel $0.317

Design

4 Engineering design 0.039

Site acquisition (not considered)

Constructiona

5 Excavation, foundation and building

plus miscellaneous 0.144

6 Ventilating and electrical equipment 0.082

7 Communication and sanitary equipment 0,117

Subtotal 0.343

Maintenance and operation

8 Person 31 0.076

9 Materials, equipment and utilities 0.042

10 Public liability and fire insurance

costs 0.058

Subtotal 0,176

Total $0.875

11 Supplies, furniture, and miscellaneous 0.173

Grand total $1.045

a. Overhead, profit, and contingencies are incldded I.n each item.
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Planning and design costs are amortized over the 10-year shelter

life, since additional costs for these activities would probably be in-

-'curred after that time in converting the building to another use. Also,

only those costs for the 10-year portion of the building life are charged
against the shelter by the use of salvage credits.1 Costs for permanently

installed equipment are determined in the same manner, using the appro-

priate equipment life. Costs for equipment useful only to the shelter

are amortized over the 10-year period.

The effect of these calculations is to charge against the shelter

facility only those costs associated with the shelter over a 20-year

period. However, the 10-year period actually has no particular signifi-

cance, since calculations using a 20- and a 30-year period to obsolescence

as a shelter show no major shifts in item costs ff'om those for the 10-year

period. The main differences are a sligh• decrease in initial construc-

tion costs and a slight increase in maintenance and operating costs.

1. The silvage value has an important effect on these calculations (see

Cost Item 5 of Appendix A), an effect that emphasizes the economic
advantage of planning a building that would have a marketable value

after it becomes obsolete as a shelter. Since total costs are so

sensitive to salvage values, the dual-use aspects of shelters will be

one of the more important items to be considered (together with mass-

production techniques) in the shelter planning stage.
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'Mass production--production of goods in quantity, usually by machinery"•

IV A SURVEY OF MASS-PRODUCTION TECHNIQLiS AND COSTS

Mass production in building construction is not a recent development,

but involves some terminology that requires an introduction. Mass produc-

tion for this report refers to factory or machine production, in quantity,

of buildings or major components for buildings requiring a minimum of

field assembly or erection (e.g., a wall section containing heating ele-

ments, electrical fixtures, etc.). This is in contrast to conventional

construc:ion practice, where bulk materials (lumber, ready-mixed concrete,

etc.) are shipped to the building site for field assembly, largely by

hand.

The process of factory assembly also involves design techniques dif-

fering from those in conventional construction and results in new termi-

nology. The systems design in this report refers to the design of an

integrated system of building components each having more than one func-

tion; for example, a heating-lighting system where the proper functioning

of the heating component is dependent upon the operation of the lighting

component. In conventional design the components generally are not re-

lated in form or operation.

The effects of mass production and systems design also extend into

management of and specifications for building construction. No special

terminology is used in the discussion of ma.nagement except to refer to

the more advanced techniques applicable to both mass production and con-

ventional construction. Most current specifications are material-ori.ented,

in that they often require specific materials to be used in conventional

construction. Ideally, however, specifications for mass production would

be performance-oriented, so that the systems design and manufacturing pro-

cesses could make maximum use of new materials and techniques.

The construction industry is currently in the early stages of mass-

producing buildings. As a result, numerous examples of mass-production

costs, for various items in the total cost picture, appear in the cur-

rent literature. Since the industry is in the developmental state, it

1. Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition, G & C Merriman

Co., Springiield, Mass., 1952.
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is not possible, in a preliminary survey, to determine exact overall

differences in the total cost of buildings using mass-production versus

conventional techniques. However, the examples below illustrate tech-

niques and costs for the more important items identified in Section III;

from these the overall potential may be evaluated.

The contracting environment of building codes and labor union prac-

tices, and the characteristics of slow industrial change would require

some revision before all of the techniques mentioned here as examples

could be used in this country. Most of the techniques, however, are

currently being, or have been, used. The examples deal primarily with

the planning, design, research and development, and construction phases.

Several factors indicate the potential of mass-production techniques

in construction--industry acceptance and use of various new techniques

in current construction, and continuing research and development efforts

on particular techniques. These factors are included in the discussion

of examples when appropriate.

Examples of Mass-Production Techniques in Building Construction

Management Techniques

The importance of these techniques is not that they are large cost

items, but rather that they are essential to the full derivation of bene-
fits from mass-production methods.

A widely discussed school development project 1 in California provides

one of the more sophisticated examples of building planning. This project

is sponsored by the Educational Facilities Laboratories, The Ford Founda-

tion, and 13 California school listricts. Its major contribution is in

the use of a set of written perfoimance specifications. Basically, the

scheme consisted in studying requirements (in this case, school activi-

ties) for the completed facilities, and in writing performance specifi-

cations for the facility to meet those requirements. There is nothing

unusual about the use of performance specificiations, espec.ally by archi-

tects. It is, however, very unusual in current construction practice to

write performance specifications for use by materials and equipment sup-

pliers.

1. bee B. P. Spring, "School Costs Cut by New Componnts," Architectural

Forum, Feb. 1964.
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This planning technique resulted in specifications for manufactured

components of conventional construction that would fit together as ef-

fectively and inexpensively as possible. Note that this was a planning

and specification writing activity, and not a design activity.

The Building Research Advisory Board1 has listed a number of prob-
lems that the use of performance specifications may solve:

1. Inadequate methods that are currently used for selecting and

specifying building components.

2. Inadequate methods for relating the performance of r1l parts of

a building.

3. Costly and time-consuming testing methods and procedures that

are used to predict performance levels.

4. Delayed approval and acceptance of innovations in building.

Although compatible in form, the components, designed by industry
from the performance specifications, are not interrelated in function.
This characteristic is true of most conventional construction. The price
advantage lies in their working well together and in their being mass

produced.

The degree of success in planning by management is shown by the fact

that price bids for the components came in at about 18 percent less2 than
for similar components in conventional construction. It is possible that

these savings might not accrue to clients other than the original 13 Cali-
fornia school districts, since the manufacturers absorbed research and

development costs that could increase the price of future sales.

Management scheduling or control techniques are also important for
their advantages to management in project planning and control of time

schedules, costs, and quality. 3,4 It is the change in management costs

1. "Will Pirformance Specs Work?", Engineering News-Record, March 4, 1965,

p. 2!.

2. B. P. Spring, op. cit., p. 112.

3. DOD and NASA have also suggested the use of a management technique

for cost accounting via PERT/COST GUIDE.
4. J. L. Halcomb, "The Use of PERT in Product Design," American Society

of Mechanical Engineers, Paper No. 63-MD-13, March 1964.
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and the overall savings generated by these techniques in mass production

that are pertinent to this study. The difference between these techniques

and those for the school development project above is that these tech-

niques represent attempts to derive the maximum usefulness from personnel

and resources rather than from manufactured building components.

There are so •nany different scheduling programs suggested in current

literature that the choice of the most advantageous is the main problem.

Critical Path Method (CPM), Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT),

PERT/COST, and Resource Allocation and Multi-Project Scheduling (RAMPS)

are but a few of the more familiar methods that could be used in con-

struction.

Cost differences in management with and without scheduling techniques
are probably impossible to compile. Costs of implementation of the tech-

niques are available, but costs of the replaced management functions are

not.

Available data show that the lack of skill in the Use of these tech-

niques can result in costs that are about double1 those for skilled im-

plementation. Also, cost for skillea implementation varies from about

1.0 percent of projects costing about $5 million down to about 0.2 per-

cent of projects costing $100 million or more. 1

Architectural and Engineering Design

The engineering design technique that would result in the greatest

cost difference between conventional and mass-produced buildings is the

systems approach or concept. 2 ,3, 4 Clive Entwhistle, Design Consultant,

says,"Important breakthroughs in building economics will not be made by

mass-producing components, but by the development of systems that permit

a rational assembly of elements into integrated wholes and sub-wholes." 5

1. B. 0. Szuprcwicz, "Choosing a Critical-Path Scheduling Program,"

Engineering News-Record, June 18, 1964, p. 79.
2. William Arrott, "Systems Engineering Approaches the Threshold of

Maturity," Electrical Manufacturing, May 1960, p. 161.

3. W. R. Hilliard,"Use of Systems Engineering to Reduce Costs," Tappi,

Aug. 1963, p. 169A.
4. A. D. Hall, A Methodology for Systems Engineering, Van Nostrand, 1962.

5. Clive Entwhistle, Desigi Consultant, Progressive Architecture,

October 1964, p. 222.
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Carl Koch and Associates add, " larger assemblies of components

represent only part of the answer: . . integrated systems of components

are required if significant benefits are to accrue."?

Costs for employment of the systems concept in management and design

can be expected to exceed those for conventional techniques, particularly

in the early stages cf development or for the first in a series of proj-

ects.
2

Architect and engineering design fees suggested by the AIA are for

conventional construction. These fees could be expected to rise substan-

tially for the more promising systems designs for mass-produced buildings.

Suggested fees for detailed designs are as high as 15 percent 3 of the con-

struction costs.

Systems design tasks would fall upon both the architect and the

engineer if this approach were used. This is due to the emphasis in

systems design on the interrelation between functions in building such

as between the structure and the heating or cooling components or between

the heating and lighting components. A general list of such functions

for a shelter facility would include, among others, a radiation shield,

a shell for protection from weather or environment and for support of

the shield, a lighting function, a sanitation function, a ventilation

function, and a water supply or storage function. Under the systems

concept, as many of these functions would be interrelated as possible.

Currently only a few of these functions have been systematized but the

cost savings of the successful systems are promising. One of these is

a heat-cooling-lignt system.

The heat-cooling-light system4 is one which utilizes heat from the

sun, lights, occupants, and electrical equipment to provide for varying

heating levels. Incorporated in the system is an underground tank for

storage of either heated or chilled water, electric resistance heating,

and a heat exchanger which preheats incoming air with heat extracted from

the flow of exhaust air. The use of available heat sources reduces heat-

ing requirements to the extent that the electrical unit iE used for only

2 percent of the heating season.

1. Ibid, p. 221.

2. For a methodology using the systems concept, see C. J. Hitch and

R. N. McKean, The Economics of Defense in the Nuclear Age, Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960.

3. California Council of the AIA, op. cit.

4. W. J. McGuinuess, "Heat-by-Light," Progressive Architecture, Nov. 1964,

p. 208.
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The heat-by-light design was a collaborative achievement between an

architect,, an electronic company plant engineer, and a consulting engineer.

The installation operates, during the heating cycle, for a fraction of

other fuel costs,. Research and development and capital investment-costs

were not available to this study. This design and similar systems have

been developed by Thomas Beens, Consulting Engineers, as well as by

Meckler-Hoentz and Associates of Toledo, Ohio. 2

Othe:r system proposals ar'd developments have combined: the struc-

tural ana heating functions so that the structure acts as a distributor

and/or radiator; the building s~iell and heating systems so that the facade

acts as a heat-sink or source for the cooling and heating -. zyqtem; and the

structure and watr storage functions so that the shell or frame also

forms a reservoir for water storage. These are merely examples of com-

ponent combinations into systems to show the range of possibilities rather

than the cost advantage of each.

Costs for Research and Develop. 2nt

R&D costs in the School Construction project were borne entirely by

the manufacturers bidding for the contract to the 13 school districts.

Only estimates of such costs are available in the literature.

In all, an estimated $2 million3 or 13 percent was spent on research,

design, and development costs for components to be used in an estimated

$30 million4 building volume.

Several of the successful bidders however, are currently making large

capital investments in manufacturing facilitie- for their products, indi-

cating that the R&D costs will eventually be apportioned to a much larger

sales volume than the initial $15 million breakeven point. 4

It is important to note that these R&D costs were not expended on

systems development, but on a scheme for making currently developed

1. Ibid., p. 208.

2. "Lower Cooling, Lightiig Costs Foreseen," Engincuring News-Record,

April 30, 1964, p. 21.

3. B. P. Spring, op. cit., p. 113.

4. Educatioial Facilities Laboratories, SCSD, an Interim Report, New York,

New York, Feb. 1965, p. 8.
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components fit into a highly compatible group. 1 Development of wholly

new systems could be expected to cost substantially more than development

for this scheme, The advantage of the scheme is that it generated cost
savings in a semi-mass-produced type of construction acceptable to the
construction environment (e.g., building codes, labor unions, contractors).

Construction Techniques and Costs

It is in the construction phase that the most important cost dif-
ferences between conventional and mass-production methods will arise. It

is also the phase in which most of the cost shifting will occur, not only
between tasks within the phase, but also between this phase and the proj-
ect management and/or engincering design phases.

Costs for labor, materials, equipment, and methods of construction
can vary widely for different techniques. Howcver, those for overhead,
profit, and contingencies (although equally important because the)y repre-
sent so large a port icn of construction costs) would not be expected t,)
vary due to the adoption of new techniques, and are not included in the

following discussioill.

It is also within tie construction phase that mass-productionI tech-
niques would have to generate the largest savings, both to offset possible
cost disadvantages in the management and engineering design phases snd to

provido over aL.1 cost advantagos,, of any, over ConIvenUtional tcchniqiles.

Research and development for new materiaIs could be expected to havc-
a greater- impact on nmss producLion than the% currently do on conventional

techniques. New plastics,2 ceramics, steels,3 and modified materials such

L, The process of more offecttve fittiing of colven Ittonall -ompoilentis is
referred to a-; 11 Scheiet s" SLZe, aitn,'igh they are highly comp,.tible

III plil oment t all support, the rcompo)llen s ýtie not dot el-end:lt i1n tiono'

alhO tezl' fo"' )rt H ('I)Tn c O'I t hot kl" I ell 1(it''f cd f1I'tLofl. The svstemrn re-

ul'rred to oarltcr d() (depe~nd Oi V.1,h other t,, tho'tr success i l

opera iI onll.
2. A now V nINA i 'ot- crete t)r surt iacit :ij Id anti w•pro tilt! W41"(lo- , c ,." r 1t .,

lint, J 'I, Ic. ,' , , c prl'oduced by, Aqua-Dri kind deve',lopd ItN .stcit,,,

, ' 1 o N.Y. , Y

V. F. ,.,wkev, 'fih, Str'ength (I Stoe l. ' c ,nt tic Amrit,-l . A.i:t 1'11.

p). 72.
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as thc' e;zpanding cements,I and wood plastics generally find more rapid

acceptance in manufacturing than in conventional construction.

It was shown earlier that maintenance ccOs were directly associated
with initial construction methods and materials. Accordingly, mass-

production techniques that have an impact on both construction and main-

tenance costs have been included in this discussion.

Finally, it 3hould be noted that the history of the changes in con-

struction techniques reveals an evolutionary process of incorporating

elements of mass-production procedures into the construction process.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics bulletins comment on this effect:
it * a very rough estimate for price change indicates that total man-

hours per $1,000 (in constant prices) of school construction have declined
by approximately one-third in tho past 20 years, with a greater decline

occurring for or-site employment than for off-site employment. '3 Also,
"* . . on-site man-hours per $1,000 (in constant prices) of Federal

building construction have declined by approximately one-sixth in the

past 20 years.' 4

Note that the one-sixth decline was for on-site man-hours, and the
one-third decline of the previous quotation for total man-hours. This

general decline is attributecd to increased productiveness through mecha-

nization, a transfer of on-site tasks to shops, and finally, to changes

in materials and methods. The indications are, therefore, that construc-
tion methods are "hanging in such a way that on-site labor requirements

are in a decline. There are no strong indications that this decline is

slowing and a number of indications (see Production Costs, following)
t!hat the decline will continue, due in a large part tc the growing em-

ployment of labor-saving and mass-production techniques.

1. 'txpanding Cement Prevents Roof Cracks," Engineering News-Record,

Jan. 16, 1964, p. 32.

2. The AEC plans to let a $60,000 contract for the design of a pilot

plant to produce American Novawood Corporation's plastic impregnated

wood development. This material evidently has all the advantages

of both wood and plastic making it highly desirable for numerous

uses. Fortune, Feb. 1965, p. 209.

3. Bureau of Labor St;atistics, Bulletin 1299, op. cit., p. 9.
4. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1331, op, cit., p. 9.
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Capital Investment Costs. An example of the time required to amor-

tize the initial investment in mass-production facilities is given by

E. T. Shiffer, writing about mass-production construction in France:

"The decisive moment for success of the system came in 1952 when the

French government, anxious to develop new methods of cost and labor saving
construction, selected the Camus Company to build 4,000 flats . . . A
permanent factory was built to produce these flats. Tr the two-year span

of this project, the factory was almost completely amortized." 1

A general indication of the capital investment required for similar

concrete fabricating plants is given by S!iffer for a Danish facility
with a capacity to mass-produce 2,000 mul.i-unit apartments per year.

Initial costs for this facility were approximately $1 million in 1960.2

Production Costs. Production cost data are generally available.

These costs are often presented in terms of savings over conventionally
constructed items with little or no reference to capital investment or

setup costs.

J. H. Perlmutter, in a journal of the concrete industry, writes of
this problem:

"itThe nmost significant direction of mechanization, however, in terms
of dollar savings in labor cost and dollar volume of goods produced is

in the concrete placement process . . the unit labor cost of .
machine-made material may be half that of producing conventional double

tee slabs. Naturally, until the machines are amortized, the saving in

labor is diverted to paying foi the capital goods.'"

The above comments concerning construction with concrete are sub-

stantiated in a number of sources.4 The costs of standard forms, for
example, versus the number of times that the form is used, is shown in

Figure 4. According to the figure, form costs could not be expected to

1. E. T. Shiffev', "Industrialized Building, Western Europe," Progressive

Architecture, Oct. 1964, p. 196.

2. Ibid., p. 199.

3. J. H. Perlmutter, "Machines in Place of Forms," Journal of the Pre--

stressed Concrete Institute, August 1964, p. 17.
4. UN. Economic Commission for Europe, Cost Repetition Maintenance,

Geneva, 1963.
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Figure 4

FORM COSTS IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION VERSUS
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drop much lower than about $0.70/sq ft in conventional construction. If,

however, the comments made by Mr. Perlmutter (e.g., the reduction in

labor costs through mass producticrn without forms) also applied to general

building construction, casting costs might drop as low as $0.30 to

$0.40/sq ft. These lower costs would, of course, be contingent on the

successful amortization of capital investment costs.

The success of mass-production techniques for concrete placement

without forms is pointed out by the extensive use of machines in concrete

fabrication plants both in this country and abroad. In Russia, where

the largest capital investments and most advanced development of factory

production of concrete have been made, concrete fabricati.ng plants rival

the size of 3ome of our intermediate sized steel-fabricating and ship-

building facilities. 1  This is an interesting comparison in itself, and

is perhaps indicative of the future of the mushrooming2 concrete fabri-

cating industry in this country.

Mass production of components using wood, steel, aluminum, and clay

blocks has not been as successful as that using ccncrete. A survey of

European techniques 3 shows some of the earlier attempts for fabricating

components using wood as the basic material. These techniques have been

recently revived in response to the U.S. Army request for transportable

facilities to be erected overseas. This project however was stimulated

by attempts to improve this country's balance of payments rather than by

economic considerations in building. 4

Steel and aluminum housing components have a history similar to that

of wood components and except for facade panels, are Lot widely employed

in current construction.

1. Prof. V. V. Mikhailov, "Recent Developments in the Automatic Manu-

facture of Prestressed Members in the USSR," Journal of the Prestressed

Concrete Institute, Sept. 1961, p. 34.

Prof. V. V. Mikhailov and A. A. Susnikov, "Development of Factory Pro-

duction of Precast Prestressed Concrete in the USSR," Journal of the

Prestressed Concrete Institute, April 1963, p. 48.

2. The industry association, Prestressed Concrete Institute, has grown

from 0 to 200 manufacturing company members in IG years. The first

seminar on prestressing was held at M.I.T. in 1950, and that meeting

initiated the first use of the technique in th's country.

3. Organization for European Economic Cooperation, Prefabricated Build-

ing, Paris, France, Dec. 1958.

41. Engineering News-Record, Feb. 15, 1963, p. 6.
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Other costs of interest to this discussion are setup costs, that is,

the costs for adjusting manufacturing equipment to produce a specific

item. These costs are often referenced to the breakeven number, that

number of units which must be produced to warrant equipment adjustments.

The more rapidly amortized setup costs require the production of as

few as 200 elements 1 for simple building components. More slowly amortized

setup costs are encountered in the production of architectural facades,

where 5,000 units 2 of production are required to recoup setup expense and

a reasonable profit.

Erection. The emphasis, during the manufacturing stage, is on the

production of as complete a product as possible. Transportation to the

site and erection are thereby minimized for the more successful projects.

On-site costs can be further reduced with development of prefabricated

foundations. 3  Extreme examples of minimal on-site requirements for labor

and time include the erection of a 40-family, 5-story dwelling in 24 days.4

The erection activities are being increasingly speeded by the employment

of new and more specialized equipment such as tower cranes, climbing

cranes, and mobile or self-powered equipment.

An OEEC publication, Prefabricated Building, discusses labor require-

ments for erection:

"A second example, that of prefabrication at Evreux, France, shows

that only 25 percent of the total man-hour requirements were spent on

the building site. The percentage of skilled workers needed could be

reduced from 50 to 16 perceit.'5

As for transportation, Mr. Shiffer comments: "The French systems

consider a 40 to 60 mile range as the economic maximum shipment range

although Larsen and Nielsen in Copenhagen has made and shipped, by truck

and water, a housing projec to Hamburg, Germany, a listance of 195 miles.6

1. E. T. Shiffer, op. cit , ). 200

2. Convrsat,'ns with Mr. L. Dreon of the Grassi-American Corporat ion,

Prtecast Concret, Products Division, South S~in Francisco, California.

. U, N. Economic Commi ssi on for Europe, op. ci tL. p. 119

,. E. T. Shiffer, op. cit , p 198

5. OEEC. Prefabr;,cated BuilLdng, European Pr(ductlvity Agency, Paris,

1958, p. 115

6. F. T. Shiftcr op cit., p 196
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This relatively long-distance transportation in construction, coupled with
the growing number of concrete and steel fabricating plants, could place
most of the U.S. population within shipping range of mass-produced build-

ing components.

Evaluation of Changes in Total Cost

Data, primarily from European experience, indicate a cost saving
potential for mass production in building construction, even though the
survey could not include a detailed cost analysis. Shiffer found that:

"Coignet does the entire project, including site work. The' report sav-
ings of . . . around 10 percent over traditional construction."I Sim-
ilarly, the use of another French system for 29,000 flats (either con-
structed or in the planning stage) shows " . . . 20 percent less labor
than conventional construction, . . 8-10 percent less time, and costs
5-8 percent less,"' It is important to note that it can be said of these
techniques that, "In the past 10 years, . only a small step has
actually been taken in the direction of industrialization." 2' This indi-
cates that even larger savings might be possible. since the full potential
of mass production has not yet been explored.

These general savings are substantiated by results in specific proj-
ects such as at Evreux, France, where " . . . the quality of the work was
unquestionably higher than the standards of other similar operations
40 flats built on 5 floors . . required only 40 days to complete after
the basement had been finished, . . . and building costs were approx!-.
mately 10 percent less than for a conventional one of corresponding type.' 3

In Brussels, a project " . . which was designed for conventional i n-si.!
concrete, the contractor proposed the Barets system and actually cut "ie

cost by 4 percent." 4

Smaller steps toward mass production in the U.S. have produced the

same results, i.e., "the newly developed components for structure and
integrated ceilings plus air conditioning and partitions . . . [cost!
$1,50 per square foot less than the same elements in a conventionally
built school--a savings of 18.4 percent." 5  This technique was so promising

1. E. T. Shifftr, op. cit., p. 198.

2. Ibid., p. 200.

3. OEEC, 2E. cit., p. 117.

41. E. T. Shiffer, E. cSit. p. 198.

5. B. P. Spring, op. cit., p. 112.
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that architects Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill were asked to study the
feasibility of incorporating it into a $130 million project for the

S~1state of New York.

Since the use of this technique tends to lower component and erec-
40 tion costs, the savings appear to substantiate conclusions of the very

large study by the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe,
It **major economies in building costs can be achieved through a
serious effort to reduce the cost and/or quantity of materials, either
on the site or at the factory," and "the cost of construction . . . [using
large components1 is in some cases substantially lower--from 10 to 20 per-
cent--than the cost of traditional construction. In all countries
the technique has considerably reduced the number of man-hours on site,
and sometimes . . . total man-hours.112 Mr. Vortman suggests that even
larger savings are pos.sible in shelter construction simply by standard-
izing components and purchasing in quantity,3

Figure 5 shows cost changes identified in the survey, Each cost
item is shown with an area that approximates its contribution to the
total cost, and with a direction and magnitude of expected cost changes.
Many of the changes are cost shifts rather than differences; it is not
possible to show a change in the total cost until a detailed study pro-
vides datL on items with question marks also shown on the figure.

I. :ngintci')ng Nws-flccvord, Linuary 1 I, 196;5 , p. 21.
2. Unitted Nati ons Ec-ono(mic Commission for Europc, op (:,t , p. 19.
3. L J. k,, tm.. in, A Comprztcivnsiv, SheI t ',,r Program, Projc•,t 1ihrb1',

Nat jonal Aca~dermY of Sc (.n¢.c s, Natt ional H'eSCJrc'h C'unzLI('l , 191,1. p. 18.
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Appendix A

EAMPLE COST CALCULATIONS

The cost calculations below are for the example in Table 4 which is

repeated at the end of this Appendix so it may be unfolded for reference

while reading the Appendix. End-of-the-year accounting factors are used

to convert all costs to eqaivalent uniform annual costs.

Land acquisition was riot considered in the Livermore study, but

it would undoubtedly be a factor for many municipalities, and particularly

for metropolitan areas where school grounds are not large enough to con-

tain shelter buildings.

Cost Item No. 1

These costs are amortized over the 10-year period.

Planning costs of about 2 percent of the initial construction costs

were derived from data on a large school development project.1 Thus,

2 percent of these costs totaling $7,900/sq ft in Table A-1 is $0.158/sq

ft. This cost, allo-Rted over a 10-year period at 5 percent interest

(using a capital recovery factor of G.1295) is $0.021/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 2

Management costs for supervision of maintenance and operations are,

for lack of data, estimated to be one-tenth of yearly maintenance and

operating costs, excluding insurance. Thus, a constat wage or salary

level would generate costs of (1/10) ($0.118, cobt items nos. 8 and 9 in

Table 4), or $O.012/sq ft/yr. A salary scale increasing at a rate of

about 5 percent 2 per year would add equivalent uniform annu~il costs of

about $0.003/sq ft/yr for a total of $0.015/sq it/yr.

I. Sc( "Planning and Operations Management," Section III.

2. This rate of increase is considerd to be the sanme as that for

skilled labor.
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Cost Item No. 3

Financing for this facility would be by bonds to be repaid through

assessment district proceedings. 1 The important factor here is not so

much hcv it is repaid, but when and at what interest rate.

One alternative for this facility would be annual repayments over

10 years at 5 percent interest. The uniform annual interest on the

principal divided by the shelter area is $0.281/sq ft/yr. The 10-year

repayment schedule coincides with the useful facility life used in this

analysis, therefore the $0.281 annual cost is directly applicable with-

out further modification.

Cost Item No. 4

The Livermore study recognizes a 4 percent cost 2 for engineering

design, but nothing for architectural design or construction supervision

by the architect. Avoidance of an architect's fee for supervision is

deemed feasible, but payment of the architectural design fee by most muni-

cipalities is customary. A minimum fee 3 for repetitive-type warehouses

is 6 percent, which would include both the architectural and engineering

costs. However, the 4 percent rate is used in this example for consis-

tency with the Livermore data.

Four percent of the estimated $7.596/sq ft for building and equip-

ment costs in Table A-1 is $0.304/sq ft, and apportioned over the 10-year

period, is (0.1295) ($0.304/sq ft) or $0.039/sq ft/yr. The entire engi-

neering design cost is written off over the 10-year period.

Cost Item No. 5

Excavation and building costs of $5.550/sq ft are for both the shel-

ter area and for the control center. They include overhead, profit, mate-

rials, and labor.

1. City of Livermore, op. ciL., p. 65.

2. City of Livermore, op. cit. , p. 41.

3. CaliIornia Comuncil of AIA, )Ip. cit.
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Table A-1

DETAILED COSTS FOR THE LIVERMOREb FACILITY

Shelter for 22,800 Persons at 12 Square Feet per Person
Shelter Area 273,600 Square Feet

Total Initlalc Cost, about $2,442,000

Cost per

Shelter Control Square

Iterit Building + Center Total Cost Foot

Construction

Excavation + building (197,424)(7.6) . 17,965 = $1,518,519 $5.550

Electrical (32,160)(7.G) + 4,680 = 249,267 0 911

Ventilation (8,308) (7.6) + 477 = 63,618 0.233

Plumbing + water + drains (30,171)(7.6) + 1,873 = 231,173 0.845

Communication (1,715)(7.6) + 2,626 = 15,660 0.057

Building and equipment cr"Ls $7.596

Engineering design (0.04)(7.396) 0.304

Initial construction costs $7.900

Furniture, supplies, + miscellaneous (117,640)(7.6) + 29,560 = 363,906 1-.:30

Total initial costs $9.230

Uniform annual intereit on $2,442,000
it 5% for 10 years 76,788 0.281

Maintenance personnel cost 16,788 0.062

Maintenance aupp!ies, equipmwnt. and

utilitits cost - 10•102 0.03R

a. naped on 1962 prices. Item costs tncltd.m overti.nd and profit.

b. City of Ivermorv:, op. cit., palrs 36-42.
c. 9xcludlns onsinerring, but Including reost of fedarilly donated supplies.

d. Inclkdiing control center.
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The method for allocating the costs of the concrete structure (which,
on the basis of data in Figure 3, is estimated to have at least a 50-year

life) is as follows:

After only ten years, the sLructure will still have 40 years of use-

fulnessfor some other purpose, -. g., warehousing, records storage, recica-
tion activities, etc. Therefore salvage credits would lower shelter costs

over the 10-year period.

The $5.550/sq ft cosf is apportioned over ten years as follows:

($5.550/sq ft) (0.1295, the capital recovery factor for 5 percent over

10 years) equals $0.718 sq ft/yr. From this must be subtracted salvage

credits.

A 5 percent rise 1 per annum in construction c(sts would mean that

the same facility, 10 years later, would cost ($5.550/sq ft) (1.629, the
compound amount factor for 5 percent per year over 10 years) or $9.040/sq

ft. Since four-fifths of the life of the structure would remain at that
time, the salvage value would be (4/5) ($9.040/sq ft) or $7.2PO/sq ft. 2

This value, spread over the previous 10-year period, would be ($7.220/sq

ft) (0.0795, the sinking fund factor for 5 percent over 10 years) or

$0.574/sq ft/yr.

The cost of the building for shelter purposes, then, is $0.718-

$0.574, or $0.144/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 6

Costs for ventilation and electrical equipment are treated in the
same manner as costs for buildings except that the useful life of such

equipment is estimated to be 253 instead of 50 years.

1. See "Foture Increases in Costs," Sect ion III.

2. Actual salvage' values cannot be predictd. The sale of a shelter
(when it is no longer useful for that purpose) would dvpend on many

factors. Calculation of a salvage credit by a proportion of the
remaining life of the building is deemed reasonable since, it' effect,

this method does io'. charge the prospective new owner flot land, rnd
(,ther initial costs such as management and architectural o.r enin,,vr-
ing design. It is important to note that the salvage value has a
large effect on the cost of the bu lding, and emphaiz.vs the ec.,nomic

adtvantage of planning a shelter building that would have 4 marketable

value after it becomes obsolete as a sh-lter.

3. Sce Figure 3.
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Total electrical plus ventilation costs equal $1.144, and over

10 years at 5 percent, $0.14P/sq ft/yr.

Equipment costs rise 2 percent per year 1 and only three-fifths of

the equipment value would remaini after 10 years. Salvage credits, there-

fore, are (3/5) ($1.144 sq ft) (1.219, the compound amount factor for a

2 percent rise *)er year over 10 years), or $0.836/sq ft. This credit
over the previoais 10 years is ($0.836/sq ft) (0.0795, the sinking fund

factor for 5 p-:-cent over 10 years), or $0.066/sq ft/yr.

Electrical and ventilating costs for shelter costs, therefore, are

$0.148-$0.066, or $0.082/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 7

Costs for communication and sanitary equipment are specialized for

the shelter, therefore they are fully wajortized over the 10-year period.
These costs, from Table A-1, are about $0.902/sq ft, and over 10 yeF.rs

at 5 percent, eqtual $0.117/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 8

Personnel costs for maintenance and operations are $O.CS2/sq ft for

the first year. Using a 4 percent wage increase per year, these costs

would be Increased by $0.014 for a total of $0.076/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 9

Materials, equipment, and utility costs were estimated at $O.0-8/sq
ft for the first year. With an increase of 2 percent per year for these

costs, the total would be $0.039 plus $0.004 or $0.042/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 10

Jnsurance costs were not included in the Livermore report since they

cannot be estimated until the use of the facility is determined; 3uch

1. See "Future Increases in Costs," Section III.
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costs could vary from the actual computed costs by factors of 2 or 3.
Because of these factors, only a very rough estimate of such costs was

made by the following method: the current composite fire insurance rate

for all the public buildings in Livermore is applied to the total initial
costs plus contents; no increase in insurance rates is calculated.

At a rate of $0.177/$100.001 valuation, annual fire insurance costs

for the entire facility would be $0.016/sq ft/yr.

The city of Livermore is currently paying annual public liability

premiums 2 of $2,500 to $3,000 on about $550,000 of total building worth. 3

If the same general rate was applicable to the shelter facility, public

liability insurance costs for that facility would be ($2,500/$550,000/yr)

($9.230/sq ft from Table A.-1), or $0.042/sa ft/yr. This is only an

estimate.

Total insurance costs by this method are $0.058/sq ft/yr.

Cost Item No. 11

Furniture, supplies, and miscellaneous shelter equipment costing

$1.330/sq ft are written off over the 10-year perio(I to retirement. Thus,

this cost is $0.173/sq ft/yr.

1. Determined from conversations with Mr. W. Parness, City Manager, and

Mr. James Kennedy, Finance Office, for the irity of Livermore.

2. Excluding automotive liability costs.

3. Estimated cost of the facility in 1962.
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Table 4

TOTAL COSTS FOR THE LIVERMORE FACILITY

costs
(dollars/square

Number Cost Item foot/year)

Administration

1 Planning management (plus overhead,

supervision, legal costs, etc.) $0.021

2 Management of maintenance and
operations 0.016

3 Financing 0.281

Subtotal $0.317

Design

4 E;:gineering design 0.039

Site acquisition (not considered)

Constructiona

5 Excavation, foundation and building

plus miscellaneous 0.144

6 Ventilating and electrical equipment 0.082

7 Communication and sanitary equipment 0.117

Subtotal 0,343

Maintenance and operation

8 Personnel 0.076

9 Materials, equipment and utilities 0.042

10 Public liability and fire insurance

costs 0.058

Subtotal 0.176

Total $0.875

11 Supplies, furniture, and miscellaneous 0.173

Grand total $1.048

a. Overhead, profit, and contingencies are included in each item.

I.
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